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1 Introduction

Configuration Manuel consists of a specification of soft and hardware employed for the
implementation of this project. This involves the detailed step by step process and
codes from the cleaning of data to the implementation of the models using the trained
data and testing data to predict the major factor affecting passengers demand between
(Eco and Business class) during and post period of economic recession using machine
leaning analysis, four machine learning algorithm, Random Forest, Logistic Regression,
K-Nearest Neighbour and Decision Tree (C50) was applied to predict and evaluation of
their performance was conducted.

Figure 1: System specification

System Hardware
Processor: intel R© coreTM i5-7200u c©2.50GHz 2.71GHz
RAM: 4 GB
System Type: Windows 10 OS, 64-bit operating System

1.1 Software Specification

Microsoft Excel 2018: This was used to store dataset in a flat-file as CVS (comma sepa-
rated value)
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RStudio: R version 3.3.3 (2017-03-06) was used implementation of all algorithm used
in this project. The step by step process of implementing this project from data ex-
traction to Evaluation of the models was carried out using RStudio. This is the link:
https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/

Figure 2: Rstudio versionS

2 Step-wise Implementation of the project

a) Downloaded the R language and R studio.
(b) Installation of R Studio 3.3.3
(c) Installation of the libraries.
(d) Setting up a working directory.
(e) Cleaning and exploratory Analysis.
(f) Implementation of the four models.

3 Data Preparation

Setting the working directory: a working directory was set in Rstudio to “C:/users/Arinze/Document”
this where all the working files and dataset in CSV was saved.

Setwd (“c://users/Arinze/Document”)
Getwd()

4 Library Installation

This is a process of identifying and installing the package in R that is essential for a
particle code or model that will help to archive your objective. The library is run before



executing the code command. Below is the list of libraries used in this project.

Figure 3: Rstudio versionS

5 Data Transformation

This is the process of transforming variable into the desired form, 7 variables Gender,
Type of travel, Destination State, Airline Status, Flight cancelled and Airline Name
including the target Class variable was transformed from the categorical variable into
numerical variables, the missing and null values were omitted. Figure 4 Below is the code
for the transformation.

Figure 4: Rstudio version



6 Data Cleaning

The data was downloaded in xls format, it contained the year when there was a recession
and when there was no recession. It was loaded into RStudio for cleaning, encoding and
save in CSV. Exploratory data analysis was also perform using cleaned CSV data.

Figure 5: Data cleaning

7 Implementation of oversample Process

The data was highly imbalance data it contain more of Economy class records more
than the Business class, data imbalance effect the performance of model. however, over-
sampling method of balancing imbalance data was applied that is using synthetic Minority
Oversampling Techniques (SMOTE) figure 6 is the code used

Figure 6: Overbalancing of Data



8 Variable Significant

checking for variable significant was conducted using Logistic Regression, the variable
that are significant at 95% confident interval was mark with ( “”***””) variable with
p-value 0.05 or less, secondly the Random Forest, the technique it arranging the variable
in order of their important and last Decision Tree (C50) ranking the variables by the
order of their Percentage of contribution.

Figure 7: code for variable significant

9 Implementation of Random Forest

the dataset for implementation of Random forest model was divided 75/25 for training and
testing data. varImpPlot(rftraining) was used to get the order of variable important to
the prediction. the model performs very well but it took a longer time to run. eating and
drinking, price-sensitive, and Satisfaction had the highest contribution and the accuracy
prediction was 79.8%.

Figure 8: Random Forest code



10 implementation KNN

Implementing K-Nearest Neighbour the dataset was divided into two 75/25% the training
and testing section respectively. Training data was used for training of the model, while
the testing data was used for testing of the model the Accuracy of the prediction was
plotted against the number of k (1:100) to get visualise the best k-value.

Figure 9: knn code

Figure 10: knn code

11 Implementation of Logistic Regression

From figure 11 show Logistic Regression model implementation, the dataset was split
into training 70% and testing 30% and the variables with (”***”) are significant. when
implementing the model I observed that price-sensitive, loyalty card which was significant



during the random forest and c50 was not significant, and that affected the accuracy of
the prediction it performed lower.

Figure 11: Logistic Regression code

12 Implementation of Decision Tree

Figure 12 shows the implementation of Decision Tree, the dataset was divided 75/25
Training and Testing accordingly, 80% accuracy prediction was archived. however, the
variable significant show that customer satisfaction, Eating and Drinking and price-
sensitive were significant also in the Random forest. summary(Dcc5) was used to get
the percentage of each variable contribution..



Figure 12: Decision tress code
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